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What’s in This White Paper?

When The New York Times proclaimed 2012 to be “The Year of the MOOC,” companies 

large and small became intrigued with the potential of this learning approach and began 

experimenting with massive open online courses. As the early pioneers soon discovered, 

MOOCs are going through a maturing process just as any other new tool or technology. 

However, despite the hype, there is no question that MOOCs are here to stay.1 

This case study describes how Microsoft designed and launched its first MOOC at a critical 

juncture in the company’s history. The MOOC needed to provide essential and transformative 

training for the worldwide salesforce and enable sales personnel to engage with customers 

and sell using Microsoft’s new cloud-based and mobile-focused strategy.

In this white paper, you will learn:

• How Microsoft’s learning and development (L&D) leaders needed to quickly produce 
a high-quality, agile learning experience that supported the company’s global sales 
transformation and aligned with its new focus on cloud and mobile solutions.

• How worldwide staff in the Microsoft Center of Excellence selected a courseware 
design partner, acquired a technology platform, and launched a highly successful 
MOOC for transformative sales training.

• How Microsoft built a strong content design partnership with INSEAD, an international 
leader in innovative business training and professional development.

• How Microsoft L&D leaders plan to move forward and capitalize on the experience 
and insights gained from their first worldwide MOOC deployment.

• The lessons learned and best practices gained from design and implementation of 
Microsoft’s sales training MOOC.

1  “The Year of the MOOC,” Laura Pappano, The New York Times, November 2, 2012, http://www.nytimes.com/2012/11/04/
education/edlife/massive-open-online-courses-are-multiplying-at-a-rapid-pace.html?pagewanted=all&_r=4& 

http://www.nytimes.com/2012/11/04/education/edlife/massive-open-online-courses-are-multiplying-at-a-rapid-pace.html?pagewanted=all&_r=4&
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/11/04/education/edlife/massive-open-online-courses-are-multiplying-at-a-rapid-pace.html?pagewanted=all&_r=4&
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Overview

Founded in 1975, Microsoft Corporation is a worldwide leader in software, services, devices, 

and solutions for individuals and businesses in a diverse range of global industries. With 

headquarters in Redmond, Washington, the company develops, manufactures, licenses, and 

supports a wide range of computing products and services through its global product divisions. 

As of March 31, 2015, Microsoft had 118,584 worldwide employees; 59,644 are based in 

the United States. A total of 46.1 percent of the current Microsoft workforce focuses on 

sales and marketing support, and works out of the company’s 134 business sites worldwide.2 

Background and Business Challenge

The last several years have seen significant change within Microsoft. In 2013, CEO Steve 

Ballmer announced that he would be retiring within 12 months. Before he left, however, he 

set in motion a series of changes involving strategy, execution, and business models that still 

resonate within Microsoft. He explained them thus:

In moving to a strategy of devices and integrated services,3 we are driven by 

history, market reality and opportunity… The bedrock of our new strategy is 

innovation in deep, rich, high-value experiences and activities. 

We will take our products and our customers to new places. We will be on 

a new path centered around delivering high-value activities on a family of 

devices with integrated services. We will all be working in new ways together 

to meet new challenges. But our spirit and values are the same enduring ones 

that launched this company. Our North Star may be new, but our mission of 

helping people to realize their full potential through technology remains the 

same.4

When Satya Nadella became CEO in 2014, he continued these transformative changes and 

began overhauling Microsoft’s sales model in ways that would enable the company to better 

compete in the global marketplace.5 Microsoft faces competitive pressures in all areas of its 

2  Microsoft Corporation, http://news.microsoft.com/facts-about-microsoft/#RevenueHeadcount 
3  Ballmer described the “devices strategy” as a “focus on creating a family of devices and services for individuals and businesses that 
empower people around the globe at home, at work and on the go, for the activities they value most.”
4  “Transforming Our Company,” Steve Ballmer, Microsoft News Center, July 11, 2013, http://news.microsoft.com/2013/07/11/
transforming-our-company/ 
5  “Nadella Begins Microsoft Leadership Transformation,” Richard Adhikari, eCommerce Times, March 3, 2014, http://www.
ecommercetimes.com/story/80075.html 

http://news.microsoft.com/2013/07/11/transforming-our-company/
http://news.microsoft.com/2013/07/11/transforming-our-company/
http://www.ecommercetimes.com/story/80075.html
http://www.ecommercetimes.com/story/80075.html
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operations. The pressure comes from a diverse mix of technology companies, both large and 

small, and from well-known brands such as Apple, Google, SAP, IBM, and Oracle.6 

Strategies for Global Sales 

The steps Microsoft is taking to transform its global sales model reflect industry-wide 

changes in selling and customer engagement philosophies.7 As predicted in Ballmer’s 2013 

statement, the company’s transformative sales strategy is based on moving from its sales 

model of “yesterday” to its strategy of “tomorrow.” Microsoft has traditionally generated 

most of its money through licensing software for PCs; however, in the future, it wants to 

make money through selling devices, advertising, cloud-based subscriptions, and its tradi-

tional licensing models (Figure 1).8

Figure 1: Transformation of Microsoft’s Sales Strategy 
(Source: Microsoft, 20139)

6  “Who Are Microsoft’s (MSFT) Main Competitors?” Investopedia, http://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/120314/who-are-
microsofts-msft-main-competitors.asp#ixzz3YRYM3GMP 
7  These new sales philosophies are explained in recent work by David Meerman Scott, for example, “David Meerman Scott: 
The New Age of Sales and Customer Service,” Dan Schawbel, Forbes, September 3, 2014, http://www.forbes.com/sites/
danschawbel/2014/09/03/david-meerman-scott-the-new-age-of-sales-and-customer-service/ and The New Rules of Sales and Service: 
How to Use Agile Selling, Real-Time Customer Engagement, Big Data, Content, and Storytelling to Grow Your Business Hardcover, David 
Meerman Scott, Wiley & Sons, September 2, 2014, http://www.amazon.com/New-Rules-Sales-Service-Storytelling/dp/1118827856 
8  “Microsoft Looks to Apple and Google to Reinvent Itself,” Tom Warren, The Verge, September 20, 2013, http://www.theverge.
com/2013/9/20/4749574/microsoft-business-model-mix-of-google-and-apple; “Microsoft Transforming, from Top to Bottom,” 
Janet I. Tu/Seattle Times, December 30, 2013, http://www.seattletimes.com/business/microsoft-transforming-from-top-to-bottom/
9  “Microsoft Looks to Apple and Google to Reinvent Itself,” Tom Warren, The Verge, September 20, 2013, http://www.theverge.
com/2013/9/20/4749574/microsoft-business-model-mix-of-google-and-apple 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/danschawbel/2014/09/03/david-meerman-scott-the-new-age-of-sales-and-customer-service/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/danschawbel/2014/09/03/david-meerman-scott-the-new-age-of-sales-and-customer-service/
http://www.amazon.com/New-Rules-Sales-Service-Storytelling/dp/1118827856
http://www.theverge.com/2013/9/20/4749574/microsoft-business-model-mix-of-google-and-apple
http://www.theverge.com/2013/9/20/4749574/microsoft-business-model-mix-of-google-and-apple
http://www.seattletimes.com/business/microsoft-transforming-from-top-to-bottom/
http://www.theverge.com/2013/9/20/4749574/microsoft-business-model-mix-of-google-and-apple
http://www.theverge.com/2013/9/20/4749574/microsoft-business-model-mix-of-google-and-apple
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Two other elements drive this transformative strategy: movement to the Microsoft Cloud10 

and a strong investment in mobile devices and technologies.11  All sales teams are moving 

from “yesterday” to “tomorrow.”

These elements, as well as the entire corporate transformation at Microsoft, have a signifi-

cant impact on how the global sales team sells products and interacts with customers.12 This 

transformation means something very specific to each member of the team. 

A Microsoft L&D executive describes this three-part change in strategy as follows:

• “What we sell.” “We used to sell products installed by IT departments. Now we sell 
less and less on-premises products and more cloud services.”  

• “How we sell.” “The way we present those products, opportunities, and challenges 
is also evolving. We used to sell enterprise deployment agreements on a typical three-
year cycle. Now we sell cloud services to create the most customer value on a monthly 
cycle.”

• “Who we sell to.” “In the past, we primarily engaged with the CIO and its IT 
department. We now need to partner with them to also engage with business 
divisions who more and more have the budget and autonomy to buy cloud services 
and other products. This has taught us that we need our relationship with IT on the 
front end of a selling relationship with business stakeholders. We must now deal 
with BDMs [business decision makers] and work with them to clearly understand the 
business benefits we are offering.” 

10  Microsoft’s “hybrid cloud” allows customers to complement on-premises computing capacity with cloud infrastructure services 
on an as-needed basis. The hybrid cloud model offers a high degree of flexibility to customers who need to add capacity yet maintain 
certain resources on premises for compliance, licensing, or other purposes. “Success with Hybrid Cloud: Saving Time & Money with a 
Hybrid Cloud,” Brad Anderson, TechNet, January 20, 2014, http://blogs.technet.com/b/in_the_cloud/archive/2014/01/20/success-
with-hybrid-cloud-saving-time-amp-money-with-a-hybrid-cloud.aspx; http://www.microsoft.com/enterprise/microsoftcloud/
platform/default.aspx#fbid=J9Ubcu8f0UL 
11  Microsoft Mobile is a multinational mobile phone and mobile computing device manufacturing company headquartered in Espoo, 
Finland, and a wholly owned subsidiary of Microsoft. Its principal activity is the design, development, manufacture, and distribution of 
mobile phones, smartphones, tablet computers, and related accessories. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsoft_Mobile 
12  “Forget About Windows 8, Insiders Say Microsoft’s Real Money Maker Also Needs Work,” Julie Bort, Business Insider, March 4, 
2014, http://www.businessinsider.com/the-sales-force-at-microsoft-2014-3#ixzz3YR7zNvhm; “Dismantling the Sales Machine,” 
Brent Adamson, Matthew Dixon, and Nicholas Toman/Harvard Business Review, November 2013, https://hbr.org/2013/11/dismantling-
the-sales-machine 

http://blogs.technet.com/b/in_the_cloud/archive/2014/01/20/success-with-hybrid-cloud-saving-time-amp-money-with-a-hybrid-cloud.aspx
http://blogs.technet.com/b/in_the_cloud/archive/2014/01/20/success-with-hybrid-cloud-saving-time-amp-money-with-a-hybrid-cloud.aspx
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsoft_Mobile
https://hbr.org/2013/11/dismantling-the-sales-machine
https://hbr.org/2013/11/dismantling-the-sales-machine
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People Challenges

This transformation in strategy and approach presented Microsoft L&D leaders with several 

learning and “people” challenges. 

• Changing the selling approach affected interactions with both customers and 
partners. This meant not only learning the new selling approach, but also equipping 
sales team members with the business strategy, financial acumen, and product 
knowledge to clearly articulate the business value and ROI potential of cloud and 
mobile solutions. 

• Microsoft salespeople are extremely busy engaging with their customers. Because 
salespeople are good at relationship building, they know how to optimize customer 
engagement. In fact, Microsoft tracks and limits the amount of time salespeople 
spend outside of engagement activities. This means that L&D leaders had to optimize 
and limit the amount of time that took salespeople away from customer engagement.  

• In order to extend global reach and minimize potential losses in customer 
engagement, L&D leaders decided upon a 100-percent online course design. It was 
unclear if a completely online model would work. Salespeople clearly liked people 
engagement, but it was uncertain if they would also like an online learning experience 
requiring significant involvement on their end. The transformative training needed 
to be of the highest quality and stay focused on the specific needs of Microsoft 
salespeople.

EXPLORE THE EXCHANGE TODAY!                                          http://elgd.co/mooc-lx

http://elgd.co/mooc-lx
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Solution

To overcome these challenges, Microsoft’s CLO turned to the company’s Center of Excellence 

(CoE) for Virtual Learning. The virtual learning team has a staff of seven people and is part 

of the larger Learning Readiness organization. Learning Readiness has 130 persons spread 

across global regions in order to optimize engagement with stakeholders. Learning Readi-

ness and the CoE for Virtual Learning are located across all Microsoft sales, marketing, and 

services organizations. 

The CoE serves as an incubator for virtual learning innovation across all of Microsoft. The VL 

team also does compliance training, provides onboarding to new employees, builds techni-

cal and business online courses, and provides video production services to six Microsoft video 

studies worldwide. 

Microsoft’s CLO recognized that an innovative learning approach would be required to meet 

the training and learner engagement challenges inherent in the company’s transformation, 

and guided the CoE team to explore the potential of using MOOCs to create an agile, high-

quality, and scalable learning solution. One of Microsoft’s L&D leaders noted the following:

We didn’t necessarily think about using a cloud-based MOOC as “walking 

the talk” to synchronize with our overall [cloud and mobile] sales strategy. It 

was much more about agility and speed, and accelerating our transforma-

tion. We needed to quickly reach about 15,000 salespeople worldwide. It’s 

because of this urgent business need that a cloud and mobile solution pre-

sented itself as the only and best approach.
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Corporate MOOCs

Massive open online courses (MOOCs) are online courses and collections of learning content 

aimed at unlimited participation and open Internet access. In addition to traditional course 

materials such as videos, reading assignments, exercises, and other reference materials, 

MOOCs can also be used to enhance interactions and create collaborative opportunities for 

instructors and learners. 

Industry analysts have identified the following three ways in which MOOCs impact the cor-

porate training environment13:

• MOOCs are beginning to transform both traditional education and the broader 
education landscape. Universities feel pressured to evolve their residential experience 
and extend their brands and reach through online learning, and are starting to 
experiment with new business models. 

• Platform providers that host and create MOOC programs are developing next-
generation learning systems. These companies have developed eLearning learning 
management systems that could be excellent delivery platforms for corporate learning 
content. 

• MOOCs are creating a broader market for content. Some MOOC content vendors are 
creating an entire open marketplace of content and helping publishers build online 
courses. The explosion of online content from MOOCs has opened up a world where 
“educational content is free,” creating a series of new, and perhaps unsustainable, 
business models.

Although there is a long history of self-directed and informal learning in adult education, 

recent developments such as MOOCs—combined with social networking—may enable 

larger numbers of learners to access knowledge without the necessity for formalized learning 

structures.14 In spite of the relative immaturity of most MOOCs, these opportunities for self-

directed and informal online learning are playing an increasingly important role in learning.15

13  “The Impact of the MOOC Market on Corporate Training,” Josh Bersin, Bersin by Deloitte, September 2013 (research members 
only), www.bersin.com/library
14  “Demystifying the MOOC,” Jeffrey J. Selingo, The New York Times, October 29, 2014, http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/02/
education/edlife/demystifying-the-mooc.html?_r=2; “Study on MOOCs Provides New Insights on an Evolving Space: Findings Suggest 
Many Teachers Enroll, Learner Intentions Matter, and Cost Boosts Completion Rates,” MIT News, April 1, 2015, http://newsoffice.mit.
edu/2015/mit-harvard-study-moocs-0401 
15  While MOOCs may be new and exciting to some, there are those who express doubt about MOOCs, for example: “What’s the 
‘Problem’ with MOOCS?” Doug Holton, EdTechDev, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, May 4, 2012, http://edtechdev.wordpress.
com/2012/05/04/whats-the-problem-with-moocs/ and “Old School Rules! Wisdom of Massive Online Courses Now in Doubt,” 
Meghan Drake, The Washington Times, February 9, 2014, http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/feb/9/big-plan-on-
campus-is-dropping-out/?page=all 

www.bersin.com/library
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/02/education/edlife/demystifying-the-mooc.html?_r=2
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/02/education/edlife/demystifying-the-mooc.html?_r=2
http://newsoffice.mit.edu/2015/mit-harvard-study-moocs-0401
http://newsoffice.mit.edu/2015/mit-harvard-study-moocs-0401
http://edtechdev.wordpress.com/2012/05/04/whats-the-problem-with-moocs/
http://edtechdev.wordpress.com/2012/05/04/whats-the-problem-with-moocs/
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/feb/9/big-plan-on-campus-is-dropping-out/?page=all
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2014/feb/9/big-plan-on-campus-is-dropping-out/?page=all
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Technology, Partnerships, and Design

MOOC Platform

Microsoft initially looked at a for-profit education technology company that partners with 

universities and offers both free and for-fee MOOCs. The Microsoft team specifically wanted 

its MOOC platform to deliver what it called the “excitement of learning,” as well as provide 

for peer reviews and cohort grading. The excitement factor was essential to the team and 

meant that the selected MOOC must support functionality that provided an “emotional 

connection with the process and respect for the student.” The late days feature is a prime 

example of this functionality.  

When a student missed a course or an assignment deadline, the platform would automati-

cally deduct a number of points from the student’s grade. The late days option provided the 

student with a “savings account” of three late days at the beginning of the course, so the 

student did not have to suffer a permanent deduction from the final grade. The student 

could then decide to apply these days and get the final grade points back.

Unfortunately, the for-profit education technology MOOC was not ready to open its platform 

to non-academic corporations. Rather than building its own platform, Microsoft turned to a 

local company, Seattle-based Intrepid Learning,16 and used Intrepid’s corporate MOOC as its 

technology platform. 

Working with Intrepid, the Microsoft team was able to achieve the same outcomes and also 

found that the Intrepid MOOC had a bit more “modern” look and feel than other providers. 

This look was particularly appealing since the Intrepid MOOC somewhat resembled the cloud 

platforms that Microsoft itself sells to its customers.

Partnership with INSEAD

The Microsoft team then asked Intrepid to help it locate and select a business school or 

university to partner with in order to design course content for the MOOC platform. Key 

evaluation and selection criteria included the following:

• How good is the school’s online curriculum?

• How comfortable and skilled are its faculty members at course delivery and learner 
interaction within a virtual environment?

16 Intrepid Learning is an independent SAAS technology company solely focused on its learning technology platform. http://www.
intrepidlearning.com/about-us/press-releases/intrepid-learning-solutions-announces-launch-of-independent-saas-learning-technology-
company)
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• How capable are they at developing customized curricula? Do they have an executive 
branch that specializes in designing customized courses?

• How open are they to developing an innovative business model? This was a crucial 
point because the traditional pricing model—low numbers of students and a high 
price tag—would have been beyond Microsoft’s budget. 

The outcome of this search process was the selection of INSEAD, a global business school 

with a top international reputation. INSEAD has campuses in Europe (Fontainebleau, 

France), Asia (Singapore), and the Middle East (Abu Dhabi). The school offers various aca-

demic programs, including a full-time MBA program, an executive MBA program, a PhD in 

management program, and a variety of executive education programs. 17 Although less well-

known within the United States, INSEAD proved itself to be an excellent choice and shared 

Microsoft’s commitment to the excitement of learning and respect for the learner.  

Equally important, INSEAD readily worked with Microsoft to develop a pricing model for 

a MOOC that “flipped” the traditional cost model on its head. INSEAD cemented the 

partnership when its deputy dean—who is also a professor of business strategy and innova-

tion—jumped on a plane to collaborate in person with Microsoft L&D leaders. In so doing, 

INSEAD and Microsoft were able to create a solid relationship based upon mutual excitement 

and trust.

Design of the MOOC

The Microsoft/INSEAD team used a MOOC currently offered by Yale University to inspire its 

own MOOC design. The course, Financial Markets, was developed and taught by Robert J. 

Schiller, a Nobel Prize-winning professor (Figure 2). This MOOC provides an introduction to 

risk management and behavioral finance principles required to understand the functioning 

of securities, insurance, and banking industries.18  

17  INSEAD was founded in 1957 by Georges Doriot, a venture capitalist and Harvard professor, along with Claude Janssen and Olivier 
Giscard e’Estaing, with original seed money provided by the Pair Chamber of Commerce. The name INSEAD was originally an acronym 
for the Institut Européen d’Administration des Affaires (European Institute of Business Administration). http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
INSEAD; http://www.insead.edu/home/ 
18  The Financial Markets online course from Yale University is free to the public with quizzes and exams. https://www.coursera.org/
course/financialmarkets 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/INSEAD
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/INSEAD
http://www.insead.edu/home/
https://www.coursera.org/course/financialmarkets
https://www.coursera.org/course/financialmarkets
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WHY MOOCs?

Figure 2: Yale University’s Financial Markets MOOC 
(Source: Yale University, 2014) 

Using Professor Schiller’s MOOC as a design template, the Microsoft/INSEAD team also 

focused on the following features:

• Learners (salespeople) would talk about real-life experiences with their own customers. 

• During the course, they would go through the entire process of writing, developing, 
and sharing their finished customer plans. 

• Each learner’s plan would describe exactly how Microsoft and the customer would 
engage together, as well as the kinds of problems they would try to solve. 

• Each learner’s experience would be aligned to Microsoft’s overall transformation 
efforts (i.e., “How we sell,” “What we sell,” and “Who we sell to”). Alignment would 
also be emphasized with course material that focused on understanding and selling 
cloud/mobile solutions.

• Learners would be given a “progressive reveal” of upcoming content in order to 
provide more flexibility than in a traditional MOOC. For each new week of content, 
learners were also given two weeks to consume the content. 

• Members of each class cohort would evaluate and grade the customer plans of other 
class members. 

• At the end of the MOOC, the entire population of sales learners would critique the 
entire experience, so the training needed to be excellent and focused on their needs. 
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One of the Microsoft team leaders noted that the team “started with the end in mind.” This 

meant that the team wanted sales learners to actually demonstrate that they could produce 

comprehensive, high-quality customer plans by the end of the MOOC.

As illustrated by the color codes shown below (Figure 3), business strategy was covered on 

weeks one, two, five, and eight. During weeks three, four, six, and seven, the class focused 

on financial acumen.  

What is 
Strategy?

Strategy 
and value

Role of 
Financial 
Reporting

Financial 
Reporting 
& Strategic 
Choices

Analysis of
Industry 
Context

Evaluation
of Strategic 
Execution

Measureme
nts of 
Financial 
Decision 
Making

Competitiv
e 
Advantage

Week by 
Week 
Design

Week1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8

Weekly Experience – max 30’ / day ; 20h to 30h total
Videos (1h/week)
Intro video
Professor Lecture
Guest speakers / customers
Assignment Intro

Quiz
Weekly quiz (10 questions)
Final test (25 questions)

Assignments
Enhanced Account Plan
Open ended questions
Peer-reviewed
Support in the Cohorts

Peer-reviews
Review of assignments
Anonymous review of 5 peers
Grading penalized if lack of 
peer-review participation

Cohorts
Local or regional
Online or in-person
1 hour every 2 weeks

Online Discussions
Weekly discussion topics
Quiz discussions
Assignment discussions

Figure 3: Week-by-week MOOC design 
(Source: Microsoft, 2015) 

The MOOC design (see Figures 4, 5, and 6) also included the following elements:

• Video lectures. A substantial amount of effort went into making the video lectures 
engaging and of high quality. By using four cameras, including one Luma, and an FBI-
style van in the back for live switching, the team was able to create a video production 
setting in which the professor really came to life in front of the virtual audience.  

• Contextual discussion forums. Discussion forums were placed between each group 
of 6 to 10 videos where informal conversations about the video lecture themes took 
place. They served as “reflection points.”  

• Peer review and grading. A number of quizzes are included in the MOOC. At 
the end of the week, learners are given an assignment that involves progressively 
deconstructing the steps of customer planning into tangible aspects of a customer 
plan. At the end of the course, each learner’s comprehensive customer plan goes 
through a peer review and evaluation process. Peers grade anonymously, and every 
learner grades five other classmates. The end result for each learner is a normalized 
grade for completion of the MOOC and a LinkedIn certification awarded by INSEAD.19

19   https://help.linkedin.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/44644/~/adding-or-changing-certifications-on-your-profile

Weekly Experience—max 30’/day; 20h to 30h total
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Course 
Homepage

Figure 4: Home Page of the Microsoft Sales MOOC 
(Source: Microsoft, 2015)

TAILORED 
CONTENT

Figure 5: Tailored MOOC Content 
(Source: Microsoft, 2015)
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GAMIFICATION 
& BADGING

Figure 6: MOOC Gamification and Badging  
(Source: Microsoft, 2015)
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Design Challenges

The Microsoft/INSEAD team overcame a number of challenges and obstacles during design 

and development of the MOOC.

To begin with, this was the first time the team had built a MOOC with such stringent 

requirements for quality, speed, agility, and scalability. The MOOC design features required a 

huge amount of attention to detail, far beyond what is typically required for more traditional 

courses. For example, the team had to quickly resolve these design questions:

• Which videos should be used, given the stipulation that no video be longer than 15 
minutes?

• How would the entire eight weeks be structured, in terms of lectures, discussion 
forums, assessments, and study assignments?

• How would the contextual discussion forums be structured and managed for the 
duration of the course?

• How would weekly assignments be coordinated with other elements of the design? 

• What sort of grading model would best suit the MOOC design as well as learner needs?

Another challenge was the design of twice-weekly email communications. The team spent 

a substantial amount of time designing them because these were critical “triggers” that 

signaled to each learner that it was time to return to the course. To be effective, each email 

communication needed to be prescriptive, sober, and clear. As the Microsoft L&D team 

leader observed:

We “sweated the details” [during the MOOC design] as we had never done 

before. We always talked about showing respect to the audience, present-

ing our very best work, and providing a great experience in every detail. If 

we accomplished that, we thought our students would respect the content, 

be motivated to invest their own time, and complete the course. Given our 

85 percent completion rate [for the MOOC pilot] and 99 percent satisfaction 

scores, we believe that our audience really respected the course in turn.
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Learner Engagement

The Microsoft L&D team essentially used word of mouth as its primary communications 

approach. During August and September 2014, it marketed the course to the Microsoft sales 

community as an “exclusive” opportunity. Only those individuals who were nominated by 

their managers’ managers were invited to attend the MOOC. The exclusivity factor commu-

nicated to them that this MOOC was something valuable for their career and was a special 

opportunity for recognition.

The team also did grassroots communications work to drive participation. However, the 

quality of MOOC content and the skill of featured professors helped create rave reviews and 

further spread the word. Equally important to learner engagement was the online learner 

experience provided by the Intrepid MOOC platform in the form of gamification, badging, 

integrated social features, and consumer-grade user experience design. These were also key 

elements in creating the MOOC’s high completion rates and deep learner engagement. High 

satisfaction scores also led to broader endorsements as the MOOC participants wrote back 

to thank their managers, as well as their managers’ managers, for this opportunity.

Success of the sales transformation MOOC was also embraced by the president of Microsoft 

International during his own campaign to reinforce the overall theme of Microsoft’s cor-

porate transformation. This aligned the MOOC with the overall transformation efforts and 

further helped increase its visibility within the company. 

Results

In addition to its increasing visibility within the company, the MOOC has created several 

types of impact.

• Intangible impacts. Being a worldwide virtual learning and collaboration platform, 
the MOOC has enabled Microsoft sales managers and staff to build new relationships 
with one another. For example, a Microsoft sales manager based in Europe was 
struggling with a customer plan for a French public railroad company. Through joint 
participation in the MOOC—and sharing of customer plans—he was able to get 
in touch and share railroad industry selling strategies with his counterpart in South 
Korea. As the L&D team leader noted, the sales transformation MOOC has enabled 
Microsoft’s global workforce to “discover one another.”  

• Tangible impacts. Microsoft L&D is not required to “prove revenue impact” of its 
courses and has often encountered a certain level of skepticism regarding training 
impact data. Nevertheless, the L&D team has been able to demonstrate on-the-job 
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impact by showing that knowledge gained through specific courses was then used 
to accomplish a goal that has value. For example, 850 out of the 1,000 salespeople 
who participated in the MOOC pilot successfully produced a customer sales plan that 
exactly followed the template and rubrics required for their jobs. Further, 657 of those 
850 plans met the quality bar established by the MOOC’s grading standards. An L&D 
executive noted that “linking the MOOC with those outcomes is what our executives 
really care about.”

• Other impacts. Although not specifically connected to the MOOC, better customer 
plans, fully aligned to Microsoft’s transformation strategies, seem to be having an 
impact among industry observers, for example:

“Microsoft said sales of its cloud services surged during the latest period 

[FY15 Q3]. It was just one area of strength in a better-than-expected quarter 

for the company. The gains bested those of Amazon, which reported results 

for its Amazon Web Services cloud business for the first time. The battle 

between Microsoft’s hybrid approach to the cloud and Amazon’s public cloud 

reflect different ideas about how IT at big companies will evolve beyond the 

data center.”20

“Microsoft’s cloud-computing businesses have made strides… Web-friendly 

cloud sales more than doubled in the quarter [FY15 Q3] to $1.5 billion, a key 

benchmark as Microsoft competes with Amazon, Google, IBM, and others for 

cloud dominance… [CEO Satya] Nadella sees Microsoft’s cloud business as a 

big contributor to the company’s revenue and a way to open up new markets 

… the cloud means that consumers and small businesses without the sophis-

ticated IT of big corporations can buy more sophisticated versions of the 

product that would otherwise require complex infrastructure to operate… 

And once a company buys into one of Microsoft’s cloud services, Microsoft 

can then use it as a foothold to sell them additional products.”

20  “The Morning Download: Microsoft’s Cloud Sales Show Strong Growth,” Steve Rosenbush, The Wall Street Journal, April 24, 2015, 
http://blogs.wsj.com/cio/2015/04/24/the-morning-download-microsofts-cloud-sales-show-strong-growth/ 

http://blogs.wsj.com/cio/2015/04/24/the-morning-download-microsofts-cloud-sales-show-strong-growth/
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Lessons Learned

The Microsoft team summarized the following key learnings gained from the experience:

• The LinkedIn certification awarded upon successful completion of the MOOC appealed 
to everyone’s sense of accomplishment (“What’s in it for me?”).

• Participation is externally recognizable and being part of an elite group is considered 
valuable. The grading strategy also reinforced participation and test results.

• Learning content and speakers blended together to deliver a critical point of view. 
Content teaches critical thinking, is framed from a customer standpoint, and offers a 
combination of theory and applied knowledge.

• The 100-percent online, asynchronous, and time-bound MOOC design delivers 
continuous momentum. Start and end live dates encourage maximum engagement. 
In this design, “asynchronous” really means “anytime, anyplace” and is optimally 
scalable.

• Classroom-style video recording and high-quality production provided “exclusivity at 
scale.” The audience’s questions and answers can also be included for greater content 
relevancy.

• The MOOC design enabled learners to demonstrate applied knowledge relevant to job 
context that was reviewed and validated by their peers. The peer review mechanism 
also allowed qualitative grading of more than 10,000 learner assignments all at once.

• The MOOC’s fully integrated experience enabled delivery of the richest online, 
modern, and mobile learning with lectures, discussion forums, quizzes, assessments, 
and assignments.

In addition to these insights, there are a number of best practices that other organizations 

might consider borrowing from Microsoft’s first MOOC implementation experience. These 

practices include the following:

• Keep the end results in mind and clearly identify all the specific on-the-job capabilities 
each learner must be able to demonstrate at the completion of the MOOC.

• Stay focused on all of the MOOC’s design and delivery details. 

• Lift your instructional designers’ expectations of themselves and the way they are 
building the MOOC. It is not necessarily true that MOOC design principles only apply 
to courses with “massive” audiences. MOOC design requirements tend to raise the 
quality bar for all types of courses.
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• There is an art and a science to MOOC instructional design. The science part focuses 
on such things as grading rubrics, the overall flow of the content, and storytelling 
throughout the entire eight weeks. The art part focuses on creating an emotional 
connection between the student and the MOOC and always maintaining an empathy 
with the audience.

• Do not forget to include entertainment elements that help captivate students from the 
first video onward. Use the first five minutes of the first week to set the tone and tell 
students that this learning experience is really something different. 

Looking Ahead

As of this date 3,500 Microsoft employees have attended the course. The Microsoft L&D 

team plans to reach a total of 10,000 salespeople through its MOOC by the end of June 

2016 and build four additional courses, of which two are already completed. Business Model 

Innovation will be the next MOOC. 

The team wants to apply its MOOC design learnings to a wider range of Microsoft training 

initiatives, including product training and product readiness. In particular, the team wants to 

apply its MOOC insights to a broader range of eLearning courses and apply MOOC concepts 

of quality and detail to courses with low completion rates. 

Plans are in place to continue the INSEAD partnership and expand MOOC offerings to Micro-

soft partners. 
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Conclusion

Looking back on their first MOOC implementation, Microsoft L&D executives are pleased 

with the outcomes and perhaps more importantly, with the insights and agility they were 

able to create at a critical time for learning and transformation within their company. 

As the MOOC team leader concluded:

We threw processes out of the window and focused on the unknown. We 

were able to nail the unknown elements [of MOOC design] in sequence and 

figure these out one day at a time. We quickly realized that we couldn’t use 

traditional “cascade” [linear, sequential] methodology and that ultimately 

worked well for us. The MOOC was a big win for our team and [has created] 

potential insights for how we do all types of readiness learning.

September 30 – October 2 • MGM Grand Las Vegas

http://elgd.co/wp-mooc
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& SAVE $200!
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